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Welcome to 2020, I'm sure a banner was hung somewhere along the way I just
didn't see it and now, here we are and all quite suddenly in it! 

I hope you had a wonderful break over Christmas and New Year and achieved
the renewed focus and clarity that comes with starting a new year fresh. 

We ended last year with a great pop-up shop Le Marché du Luxe in Double
Bay, Sydney. It was brilliant to work with all the Australian brands involved
within a gallery style shop to showcase all collections. A big thank you to
Aneka Manners, Kailis Jewellery, Memah the Label, Luna Atelier, AM Eyewear,
Amare and SOH Candles for their involvement.

I also used this opportunity to launch été resort, my fashion brand. Having
been a stylist for many years I designed a range of dresses for myself to wear
in summer which I then launched in store. The creative process has been
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wonderful and loved meeting the incredible customers who came into the
store and the good news... a new collection is in the works for 2020 and all
current styles have been restocked online at eteresort.com. 

On the marketing side, I'm consulting to some amazing talents this year who
I'm excited to introduce you to soon. 

Wishing you a wonderful week. 

Your in style,
 
Claire Fabb

 

été resort news
 

A fan favourite our Paloma dress in Bluebell print has been restocked. To view the full

collection and purchase click through here.
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été resort RRP: $275

Brands to love

Lorna Murray has created the hats dreams are made of. For those conscious of being sun

safe and like to travel, you no longer need to wear your beautiful hat on the plane. Fold

and go - she packs down into your suitcase.

The pleated Lorna Murray Capri hat.

RRP $115. 

Brands to love
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I'm beginning to think I've got more holes than sense... but I do adore decorating them.

By Charlotte has the perfect combination of pretty and delicate that you can

personalise with her extensive range of earrings and jewellery. 

Brands to love
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If you haven't yet tried Koala Eco it's definitely worth it. Safe, powerful, plant-based

cleaning products. Made with pure Australian Essential Oils made locally by Australians.

This was the first product I tried in the range... now I use the lot.  Koala Eco 

Brands to love
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Rather loving the tweed... new season campaign imagery from Camilla and Marc

TRAVEL
 

The grandeur and magnificence of the Indian palaces are quite hard to describe.. photos

really don't do them justice.

The Sujan Tajmahal Palace in Jaipur
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Instagram Facebook Twitter Pinterest

If you enjoyed this update please feel free to forward this

on to your family and friends via the button below.

Forward

You are receiving this because you are a valued friend of Yellow Button.
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Double Bay, NSW, 2023
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info@yellowbutton.com.au
www.stylebyyellowbutton.com
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